2017
MSU Summer Scholars
Matching Scholarship
Application

Need-based, matching scholarships may be provided to campers by the Summer Scholars Fund through the Mississippi State University Foundation. The amount of scholarship awards is based on financial need of the applicant.

This matching scholarship to Summer Scholars is created by merging sponsor donations with money from the Summer Scholars Fund.

Sponsor donations are matched on a 1:1 basis by Summer Scholars in an amount **not to exceed $300 for the three-week camp and $200 for the two-week camp.** That is, if the family collects $300 in sponsorships, then Summer Scholars will match that with a $300 scholarship. If the family collects $189 in sponsorships, then Summer Scholars will match that with a $189 scholarship, etc.

Families are welcomed to secure sponsors in any amount they’re capable but Summer Scholars will only match up to the above stated maximums.

Tuition for the 3-week 2017 Writers and Production camp is $1900. Tuition for the 2-week 2017 Production camp is $1,300. Remember, camp tuition provides for all expenses except breakfast, Monday through Friday.

The family of ________________________ requests a scholarship in the amount of _________. The family acknowledges that they are responsible for obtaining sponsors for the scholarship match. Specifically, the family will secure sponsors in the amount of ________ for a scholarship match in the amount of _________.

**Please write a separate letter explaining the justification for the need for scholarship assistance. Provide specific details to document the financial need.**

Return application and letter to:  Joe Ray Underwood, Director
MSU Summer Scholars
222 Hiwassee Drive
Starkville, MS 39759